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Dr.CAFE KSA openes new stores in Al
Khobar, and Riyadh
Dr.CAFE KSA opened recently new
stores in Al Khobar, and Riyadh, as it
opened five stores at once in Riyadh,
while the sixth store was in Al Khobar,
this unprecedented step comes among
dr.CAFE COFFE systematic strategy
within the expansion plans framework to
keep the leadership as the 'Best Coffee in
the World'.
'Dr.CAFE COFFEE new stores registering a new success to expand our experience to the
coffee lovers everywhere inside the kingdom and around the globe, as we are executing an
expansion plan for dr.CAFE stores to continue brewing for the rest of the globe 'the best coffee
in the world', and this what makes us proud of sharing our coffee knowledge and experience
with our guests through a coffee world journey on dr.CAFE way.' As shared by Mr. Khaled Al
Saleh, CEO, dr.CAFE COFFEE, KSA.
'Dr.CAFE is targeting the industrial sector through opening a new store in a remarkable location
in the head office of 'Saudi Industrial Property Authority', Al Takhasosi St., Riyadh, which
supervises developing and operating all the industrial cities, in KSA, while the second store was
in STC Finance Building, and it is the sixth dr.CAFE store at Al Morsalat Compound for the
employees of Finance Department," as Quoted by Mr. Khaled Al Saleh, CEO, dr.CAFE COFFEE,
KSA.
'Also Dr.CAFE COFFEE enhanced its existence in the Health sector by opening two new stores,
one in a private hospital, and the other in a public one, the first store serves the employees and
the patients of King Saud Medical city (previously Al Shemisi Hospital) at the center of Riyadh
with comfortable sitting area which provides a unique and classy theme to serve its guests. The
second one opened at the entrance of Saudi British Hospital for Obstetrics and Gynecology on
King Fahd Road - Riyadh," he added.
He referred that a new store opened at Al Khobar in 'Lulu Hyper Markets', the store has a very
special location at the market main entrance.
And as per the CEO the sixth store has unique unmatched vision close to the Faculty of Medicine,
Imam Mohamed Ibn Saud Islamic University, one of the oldest universities in the kingdom.
Dr.CAFE COFFEE new six stores are rapidly spreading in strategic locations in Riyadh, and Al
Khobar.
The eye catcher features of these six stores are the magnificent image and unmatched vision,
which not less than the warm atmosphere created by the Store facade which inspired with colors
and designs together with comfortable sitting areas; which provide a unique and elegant theme
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for its valued guests that incorporate with the quality products and knowledgeable and friendly
services.
Dr.CAFE is regarded as the favorite choice for millions of coffee lovers all over the Kingdom
and the Globe to provide the best services and products in the world of coffee and cafes, dr.
CAFE COFFEE stores are rapidly spreading in strategic locations in Riyadh and other cities to
be always 'proud to get closer to you'.
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